Double-close plastic bag for webshops










Double-close security plastic bag developed especially for webshops
After closing the hot melt adhesive stripe it can be open only through damaging the material, so the
opening/tampering will leave a clean trace.
The upper adhesive stripe is for the first closing, the second stripe is for resending the product. There
is perforation between the adhesive stripes to tear off the upper stripe after use.
One side of the standard type is written with guilloche markings and with the name of the
Manufacturer (HITEC).
The clear site is for address. You can write on this side with pen or marker.
Material: white coex outside / black LDPE inside
Standard sizes: 220 x 300 mmm or 300 x 420 mm; thickness: 0.06 micron
Customized versions with custom company logo, text and sequential number are also available above
10 000 pcs.

All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are based on tests the Manufacturer believes to be reliable, but the accuracy and
completeness thereof is not guaranteed and the following is made in lieu of all warrantees, expressed or implied, including the implied warrantees of
merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and Manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective.
Before using, User shall determine the suitability of the product for it’s intended use, and User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
Seller reserves the right to improve the product and accordingly change the specification without notice. Neither Seller or Manufacturer shall be liable either in
tort or in contract for any loss or damage, direct, incidental or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. No statement or
recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or effect unless in an agreement signed by officers of or Seller and Manufacturer.
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